MULHALL’S
Landscape Designer / Account Manager
A BI T ABOUT YOU
Outgoing, creative, and motivated, you are someone who can bring a new perspective to our
community’s residential and commercial outdoor spaces. You see value in blurring the lines
between the natural and the built, and you take pleasure in quality landscapes and detailed
design. You’re committed to helping our team ensure the success of our customer’s vision, and
you have the passion and expertise to create and communicate quality designs in the language of
modern landscape visualization software.
A BI T ABOUT US
We like plants, people, and beautiful spaces. John Mulhall came to Omaha in 1953 to landscape,
and now, three generations later, we’re as committed as we’ve ever been to making Omaha a
more beautiful place to live. Today we’re a team of a few hundred people, but our focus remains
the same: working together to engage our community and share our passion for the beauty of the
natural world. And we have fun doing it.
A DAY I N T HE LI F E
As a member of our Landscape team, you’ll work to build and strengthen customer relationships
ensuring that concerns are understood and visions are aligned. You’ll spend time developing
inspiring landscape designs, rendering them between the computer and drafting table, estimating
job requirements, preparing proposals, and winning quality work. You’ll communicate job
requirements to the Production Team to ensure quality job completion and follow up closely with
the customer to forge trusting, long-term relationships.
WHAT WE ’ RE LOOKI NG F OR
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Passion for the beautiful, natural, and authentic
A background in sales and customer relationship management
Knowledge and experience with the landscapes and horticulture of the Great Plains
A friendly and inclusive nature and a strong value of teamwork
The ability to communicate project scope in two- and three-dimensions through various
media including AutoCAD, SketchUp, the Adobe Suite, and hand-drafting as needed
Someone who has fun working with a range of customers on a wide variety of projects
The capacity to weigh customer needs against the schedule and capabilities of our
Production Team

WHAT WE OFF E R
•
•
•
•

An inclusive, passionate, and fun work environment
Great potential for personal and professional growth here in the Green Industry
The opportunity to make a meaningful impact on the success of our Landscape division
A competitive wage and full benefits package including 401(k), medical, and dental

RE ADY T O AP P LY?
Visit mulhalls.com/careers to complete your application for this position – including your
resume, cover letter, and portfolio link. And in today’s world of one-click online job
applications, be sure to wow us with your cover letter and passion for what we do here to
guarantee a response!

